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Abstract

Synthesizing controllers for rotational movements in feature space is an open research problem and is particularly challenging because of the need to precisely regulate the character’s global orientation, angular momentum and inertia. This paper presents feature-based controllers for a wide variety of rotational movements, including cartwheels, dives and flips. We show that the controllers can be made robust to large external disturbances by using a time-invariant control scheme. The generality of the control laws is demonstrated by providing examples of the flip controller with different apexes, the diving controller with different heights and styles, the cartwheel controller with different speeds and straddle widths, etc. The controllers do not rely on any input motion or offline optimization.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism—Animation

1. Introduction

Rotation is a key component of many of the most impressive movements of ballet performers, breakdancers and gymnasts. Rotational movements have not yet been thoroughly investigated in the character control literature. The problem is particularly challenging because of the need to precisely regulate the character’s global orientation, angular momentum and inertia. Most existing methods rely on motion capture or pre-scripted animations, which limits their generality, or require substantial manual effort. Recently, some researchers have designed control algorithms for landing and rolling movements as a first step towards the study of rotational dynamics. Our work constitutes a further step towards this goal.

This paper presents feature-based controllers for a wide variety of rotational movements, including cartwheels, dives and flips. Most of the rotations are planar, but the controllers are fully three-dimensional. Our control laws are intuitive to design and general, which we demonstrate by providing examples of the flip controller with different apexes, the diving controller with different heights and styles, the cartwheel controller with different speeds and straddle widths, etc. The control strategies are often used across different types of movements. For instance, almost the same controller that makes a character land on its feet in a backflip also allows a diver to enter the water in a fully extended and straight posture. The identical controller can be applied to characters with very different body proportions. Our controllers do not rely on any input motion or offline optimization, and run at interactive rates. However, some effort is required to synthesize the controllers since they are hand-tuned.

We place a particular emphasis on the robustness of the controllers. As is well-known, time-invariant (or state-based) controllers are more robust to disturbances than time-based controllers since they do not attempt to adhere to the timing of a pre-defined motion. In this work, we show that controllers for rotational movements can be made robust by substituting time with a phase variable that positions the character in the revolution.

2. Related work

The main focus of previous research in physics-based character animation has been on balancing [AdSP07, MZS09]...
in this section, we discuss some of the work that touched upon rotational movements, either in the context of trajectory optimization or controller design. Trajectory optimization synthesizes motion by solving a constrained nonlinear optimization problem [WK88]. The time required to solve the optimization problem restrains the method to offline applications. Safonova et al. [SHP04] and Fang et al. [FP03] used motion capture and pre-scripted animations to facilitate the optimization of flips and leaps. However, their approach can only generate motions that are near the input motions. Liu et al. [LYvdP*10] and Al Borno et al. [ABdlL13] developed sampling methods to synthesize contact-rich and highly dynamics motions such as rolls and flips. The problem is that trajectory optimization merely synthesizes an open-loop trajectory. One can use feedback around the trajectory to obtain a controller [dSAP08, LYvdPG12, MLPP09, YL10], but it falls short of being general. For instance, trajectory optimization can be used to generate a flip with a certain apex. Generating a flip with a different apex requires a new optimization, which takes several minutes.

Controllers are better suited than trajectory optimization for real-time applications. The two general methods to design controllers are joint space control and feature-based control (also known as task space control). One can synthesize controllers for specific actions such as balancing, walking and jumping, or to track a reference motion [AdSP07, dSAP08, JYL09, LKL10, WHDK12].

Manually designing controllers in joint space can be very difficult and time-consuming due to the nonlinear interaction between individual joints. Offline optimization eases the process [WFH09, ASvdP13], but manual specification of the controller’s structure is still needed. Once a controller is synthesized, it is usually specific for a character [HP97], and changing the properties of the movement is unintuitive or requires a new optimization. In important early work, Hodgins et al. [HWBO95] and Wooten et al. [WH96, Woor98] synthesized dives, flips and handsprings in joint space. However, the controllers are too specific because motion properties such as the style, the speed, the position of the apex of the flip, the height of the dive, etc., cannot be modified without re-tuning the parameters. Recently, Sehoon et al. [HYL12] developed a control strategy for landing and rolling movements based on the optimization of an abstract model. In contrast, we found that control laws based on simple mechanics could generate movements involving an airborne stage such as flips and dives.

Feature-based controllers offer an abstraction layer to individual joints, where control is specified in terms of high level features of the motion, such as the trajectory of the center-of-mass [AdSP07]. Feature-based controllers are usually more intuitive to design and more robust to changes to the shape of the character than joint space controllers. Previous researchers have used feature-based controllers to generate balance [AdSP07, MZO09], walking [dLMH10, WP10, WZ10], jumping [dLMH10], and recently rolling movements [BMYZ13], but have not yet been able to generate highly dynamic movements such as cartwheels and flips [BMYZ13, dLMH10]. In this paper, we present feature-based controllers for a wide variety of rotational movements. We show that the controllers succeed for a large range of inputs, which demonstrate their generality.

In the control systems literature, virtual constraints have become an important tool to design time-invariant controllers for various problems [MC13], including bipedal locomotion [AP11, Ame13, GCS10]. Let \( \mathbf{q} \) be the vector of generalized joint positions of a mechanical system. The method of virtual constraints expresses the controlled variables \( \mathbf{y} \) as a function of a phase variable \( \theta(\mathbf{q}) \):

\[
\mathbf{y} = h_i(\theta),
\]

instead of expressing them as a function of time \( \mathbf{y}(t) \). This is always possible when the phase variable is strictly monotonic with respect to time. Walking controllers often take \( \theta \) to be the angle of the line between the stance leg end and the hip [AP11, GCS10]. We draw inspiration on this literature to design time-invariant controllers for rotational movements.

3. Preliminaries

We now provide an overview of feature-based control [AdSP07, dLMH10, Lie77]. Let \( \mathbf{q}, \mathbf{h}, \text{ and } \dot{\mathbf{y}} \) denote generalized joint positions, velocities and accelerations. A feature is the output of a map of the character’s state:

\[
\mathbf{y} = f(\mathbf{q}, \dot{\mathbf{y}}).
\]

Examples of features are the center-of-mass (COM), the angular momentum and an end-effector.

The objectives used in this paper are \( E_{(l/r)\text{footContact}} \) and \( E_{(l/r)\text{handContact}} \) to keep the (left/right) foot and the (left/right) hand planted to the ground, \( E_{(l/r)\text{foot}} \) and \( E_{(l/r)\text{hand}} \) to control the trajectory of the (left/right) foot and (left/right) hand, \( E_{\text{COM}} \) to control the trajectory of the COM, \( E_{\text{AM}} \) to control the angular momentum, and \( E_{\text{pose}} \) to servo full-body joints to a rest pose.

Let \( \bar{\mathbf{y}} \) refer to the desired feature associated with objective \( E_i \). The objectives measure the difference between the desired and actual feature accelerations:

\[
E_i = ||\bar{\mathbf{y}}_i - \mathbf{y}_i||^2.
\]

The \( E_{\text{AM}} \) objective, however, measures the difference between the desired and actual angular momentum velocities [dLMH10]. In this work, the desired feature accelerations are computed by linear control:

\[
\bar{\mathbf{y}}_i = k_p(\bar{\mathbf{y}}_i - \mathbf{y}_i) - k_v \dot{\mathbf{y}}_i,
\]

where \( k_p \) and \( k_v \) are the proportional and derivative gains, respectively.
where \( k_p \) and \( k_v \) are gains.

As in previous work [AdSP07], we use a two-layer control architecture hierarchy. At the higher level, a control strategy determines the desired features. At the lower-level, a quadratic program is solved to map features to joint torques.

Let \( x = [\tau^T, \dot{q}^T, \zeta^T]^T \), where \( \tau \) denotes joint torques and \( \zeta \) denotes the basis weights of the linearization of the Coulomb friction cone [AdSP07]. The following quadratic program is solved at each simulation timestep:

\[
\begin{align*}
\min_{x} & \quad \sum_{i} w_i E_i, \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad C(x) = 0, \quad D(x) \geq 0,
\end{align*}
\]

(5)

(6)

where the equality constraints \( C \) are the equations of motion, and the inequality constraints \( D \) account for contact forces, joint limits and torque limits [dLMH10]. Given \( \tau \), a simulator updates the character’s state by integration.

### 4. Phase parametrization

One can create feature-based controllers by specifying the desired features as functions of time \( f(t) \). This is the approach taken by most of the literature [AdSP07, dSAP08, dLMH10, MZS09, WP10]. One exception is Brown et al. [BMYZ13], where it is shown how to design robust rolling controllers that track a reference motion independently of time. In this paper, we extend the work of Brown et al. [BMYZ13] by designing time-invariant control schemes for a variety of rotational movements, without using reference motions. Previous time-invariant controllers were mostly restricted to locomotion and to joint space [AP11, GCAS10]. To achieve our goal, we use the method of virtual constraints (1), with a small modification to make it applicable in feature space. Specifically, we specify the desired features as functions of a phase variable \( \theta(q) \) and the character’s state:

\[
\dot{\bar{y}}_i = h_i(\theta, q, \dot{q}).
\]

(7)

It is redundant to include \( \theta \) in \( h_i(\cdot) \) since it is a function of \( q \), but we do so to emphasize the importance of the phase parametrization in our control design. When presenting the details of the controllers, we will see that it is easy to define \( h_i(\cdot) \) by hand, although optimization might be necessary for more complex motions.

In the remainder of this section, we discuss our choice of a phase variable and the benefits of the parametrization. The phase variable needs to be strictly monotonic in time in the undisturbed trajectory so that it can be used to uniquely position the character. An natural choice for \( \theta \) in rotational movements is an angle in the plane perpendicular to the axis of rotation of the revolution. For rotations in the sagittal plane such as flips and cartwheels, we chose \( \theta \) to be the angle of the line between the neck and the pelvis (see Fig. 1). There are many other possible choices. In this paper, we use the convention that \( \theta \) increases as the revolution progresses. A trajectory can be partitioned in domains when it does not have a variable that is strictly monotonic for its entire duration. For example, movements that involve multiple revolutions such as dives are partitioned by revolution, so that \( \theta \) is strictly monotonic on each domain.

Parametrizing controllers by a phase variable offers two benefits. The first is to make the controllers more general. For example in a flip, the character roughly completes a full revolution, no matter how far, high or fast the character jumps. Generality is achieved by using this invariant property of the movement in the control structure. The second is to make the controllers more robust because of feedback, which we illustrate with the following example. In Fig. 2, we show the character performing a cartwheel under no disturbances. Now, assume that strong wind forces push the character in the direction of travel, so that the character is performing the cartwheel faster than usual. If the desired features \( \bar{y} \) are parametrized by time, then the character is likely to go out of phase since it is ahead of schedule, but \( \bar{y} \) remains on schedule. This does not occur when the desired features \( \bar{y} \) are parametrized by \( \theta \). The reason is that when the character gets disturbed, \( \theta \) gets disturbed. The controller uses \( \theta \) to position the character in the revolution and use the corresponding features.
5. Rotational movements

In this section, we present our approach to the synthesis of physics-based rotational movements. We emphasize that this work is about designing general controllers, not just trajectories. We will see that the design of complex rotational motions can be decomposed in stages that, in humans, correspond to relatively stable configurations that can be practiced and rehearsed. For all the controllers in this work, the \( E_{\text{pose}} \) objective is active during the entire movement. The initial value of \( \dot{\theta}_{\text{pose}} \) is set to be the desired initial pose of the movement. This value is maintained during the entire movement, unless we mention changes in specific joints, similarly to Wu et al. [WZ10]. Given a vector \( \mathbf{v} \), we denote its projection on the ground plane by \( \mathbf{v}^{xz} \) and on the vertical axis by \( \mathbf{v}^{y} \).

5.1. Cartwheel

In this section, we describe the left side cartwheel controller. For the right side cartwheel, replace the left hand/foot with the right hand/foot, and vice versa. The cartwheel controller consists of 5 stages, with \( \theta \) used to determine the current stage of the movement (see Fig. 2). Stage \( i \) is triggered when \( \theta \in (l_i, u_i) \), where \( \theta \) increases as the cartwheel progresses. The controller has the following structure:

\[
\hat{\theta}_i = \lambda_i(q, \dot{q}), \quad \theta \in (l_i, u_i),
\]  

(8)

where \( \lambda_i \) is the control law associated with stage \( i \). The controller takes as input the desired straddle width, the distance between the hands when in contact (\( s \)), and a speed factor (\( v \)).

Let \( \mathbf{d} \) be the desired direction of the cartwheel. During the entire movement, an angular momentum \( E_{AM} \) objective with \( \mathbf{y}_{AM} \) in the direction perpendicular to \( \mathbf{d} \) is used. We control the speed of the cartwheel with the magnitude of \( \dot{\mathbf{y}}_{AM} \):

\[
|\dot{\mathbf{y}}_{AM}| = v|\dot{\mathbf{y}}_{AM}|,
\]  

(9)

where \( |\dot{\mathbf{y}}_{AM}| \) is the magnitude of the angular momentum target at a nominal speed. Setting \( v = 0.5 \) and \( v = 1.5 \) generate cartwheels that are approximately 50% slower and 50% faster than the nominal speed, respectively.

On stage 1, the rest pose of the lumbar joint is chosen so that the character tilts towards its left side. An \( E_{COM} \) objective is used for the character to bend down and move in the \( \mathbf{d} \) direction:

\[
\dot{\mathbf{y}}_{COM} = \mathbf{c} + \eta \mathbf{d} + [0, l, 0]^T,
\]  

(10)

where \( \mathbf{c} \) is the position of the COM, and \( \eta \) and \( l \) are scalars that satisfy \( \eta > 0 \) and \( l < 0 \). This objective remains active until both hands touch the ground. The feet are maintained on the ground with the \( E_{\text{ffootContact}} \) and \( E_{\text{ffootContact}} \) objectives. On stages 2 and 3, the \( E_{\text{hand}} \) objective is used to place the character’s left hand:

\[
\dot{\mathbf{y}}_{\text{hand}}^{xz} = \mathbf{c}^{xz} + \eta \mathbf{d}^{xz},
\]  

(11)

\[
\dot{\mathbf{y}}_{\text{hand}}^{y} = \mathbf{y}_{\text{hand}}^{y}(1 - \frac{\theta - \theta_f}{\theta_f - \theta_i}),
\]  

(12)

where \( \theta \) is the value of \( \theta \) when the character should begin to lower its hand, and \( \theta_f \) is the value of \( \theta \) when the hand should be on the ground. The same approach is used to place the right hand on stage 3, except that the target vertical position goes to \( 0 \) as the distance between the hands gets closer to its desired value:

\[
\dot{\mathbf{y}}_{\text{hand}}^{y} = \mathbf{y}_{\text{hand}}^{y}(1 - \frac{|\mathbf{y}_{\text{hand}} - \mathbf{y}_{\text{hand}}^{\text{ref}}|}{s}).
\]  

(13)

The hand contact objectives \( E_{\text{handContact}} \) are activated when the hands are sufficiently close to the ground. The rest poses of the hips are used to create the desired straddle width. As the character gets near the end of its revolution, on stages 4 and 5, respectively, the \( E_{\text{handContact}} \) and \( E_{\text{handContact}} \) objectives are deactivated. The \( E_{\text{ffoot}} \) and \( E_{\text{ffoot}} \) objectives are used so that the character can land its feet in a good position. We set \( \dot{\mathbf{y}}_{\text{foot}} \) and \( \dot{\mathbf{y}}_{\text{foot}} \) relative to the COM and \( \phi \), which is an estimate of the character’s global orientation. Specifically, we have:

\[
\dot{\mathbf{y}}_{\text{foot}} = R_{\phi}(\mathbf{c}^{xz} + \mathbf{p}^{off}),
\]  

(14)

where \( R_{\phi} \) is the rotation matrix associated with \( \phi \), and \( \mathbf{p}^{off} \) is a fixed horizontal offset term for the left foot. An analogous feedback law applies for \( \mathbf{y}_{\text{foot}} \). We found that the orientation of the lumbar joint is a good choice for \( \phi \). When the left and right foot are close enough to the ground, we activate the \( E_{\text{ffootContact}} \) and \( E_{\text{ffootContact}} \) terms. The movement ends with a balance controller, which is similar to what was presented in Abe et al. [AdSP07] and Kudoh et al. [KK06].

As illustrated in the accompanying video, the controller is robust to pushes that speed up or slow down the movement since it is time-invariant. The controller also exhibits robustness to pushes in random directions because the positions of the end-effectors are not specified in world coordinates, but as functions of the COM and the character’s orientation (see (11) and (14)). We also give different examples of cartwheels by varying the inputs, which clearly demonstrates that we are synthesizing control solutions that are more general than a single trajectory.

5.2. Flips

In this section, we provide the details of the backflip controller. We can generate frontflips using the same approach (see the accompanying video). The main difference between the backflip and frontflip controller is the sign of the angular momentum target \( \mathbf{y}_{AM} \) on the axis of rotation. To simplify the discussion, whenever we refer to the inertia, the angular momentum or the angular velocity, we refer to their components on the axis of rotation. The controller takes as input the
desired apex of the flip ($\alpha$) and the desired inertia in the airborne stage ($I_\text{d}$), which is used to control the style of the flip. The controller is divided in two main stages: pre-airborne and airborne.

### 5.2.1. Pre-airborne stage

At first, an $E_{\text{COM}}$ objective is used to place the character in a crouch position that is slowly tilting on its back. The feet are maintained to the ground with the $E_{\text{fContact}}$ and $E_{\text{footContact}}$ objectives. These contact objectives are deactivated when the character’s torso is oriented towards $\alpha$. The character is then directed to move towards the desired apex with $\dot{\theta}_{\text{COM}} = \alpha$.

At this point, an $E_{\text{AM}}$ objective is used to generate the necessary angular momentum for the character to flip. The character cannot land properly with insufficient or excessive angular momentum. Our approach to compute the angular momentum target is as follows. We begin by estimating the duration of the airborne stage of the flip: $\tau_{\text{air}} = 2\varepsilon/g$, where $\varepsilon$ is the estimated velocity of the COM in the vertical axis at the start of the airborne stage and $g$ is the gravitational constant. We set $\varepsilon$ so that the height of the desired apex is achieved, namely, $\varepsilon = \sqrt{2g(\alpha - \varepsilon)}$, where $\varepsilon$ depends on the character’s stature. Assume that the flip is performed in the clockwise direction. It follows that the character’s average angular velocity in the airborne stage is $\bar{w} = \mu(\theta_{\text{init}}, \theta_{\text{land}})/\tau_{\text{air}}$, where $\theta_{\text{init}}$ is the estimated value of $\theta$ at the start of the airborne stage, $\theta_{\text{land}}$ is the desired value of $\theta$ at landing, and $\mu(\theta_{\text{init}}, \theta_{\text{land}})$ measures the clockwise angular distance between $\theta_{\text{init}}$ and $\theta_{\text{land}}$. We can now specify the target for $E_{\text{AM}}$: $\bar{y}_{\text{AM}} = L_g \bar{w}$. As can be seen in the accompanying video, changing $I_d$ creates more or less tucked flips.

### 5.2.2. Airborne stage

The goal of the airborne controller is for the character to land with a desired orientation ($\theta_{\text{land}}$) and inertia ($I_{\text{land}}$). The controller relies on the fact that $\theta$ is strictly monotonic in the airborne stage to position the character in the revolution.

The desired average angular velocity is given by $\bar{w}_{\text{avg}} = \mu(\theta, \theta_{\text{land}})/\tau_r$, where $\tau_r$ is the estimated time remaining in the airborne stage. $\tau_r$ can be easily calculated assuming that the character is a projectile (e. $\varepsilon$). Note that the controller remains time-invariant because $\tau_r$ is calculated at each timestep from the character’s state. The current angular velocity and the desired angular velocity at landing are given, respectively, by $w = |M|/I$ and $w_{\text{land}} = |M|/I_{\text{land}}$, where $M$ denotes the angular momentum and $| \cdot |$ the absolute value. Let $w_m$ denote angular velocity at time $\tau_r/2$ in the future. We approximate the character’s average angular velocity with the composite trapezoid rule [CK12]:

$$w_{\text{avg}} = \frac{w + 2w_m + w_{\text{land}}}{4}.$$  

The value of $w_m$ is determined given that we want $w_{\text{avg}} = \bar{w}_{\text{avg}}$ to ensure a proper landing.

If $w < w_m$, the character is rotating too slowly, so we decrease the character’s inertia to increase the angular velocity. If $w > w_m$, the character is rotating too quickly, so we increase the character’s inertia to decrease the angular velocity. The inertia is modified with the rest pose of the joints in the set $\mathcal{L} = \{\text{elbow, knee, lumbar}\}$. We use the following control law:

$$\tau_i = \tau_i + k_i(I - I_m),$$  

where $\tau_i$ and $\bar{\tau}_i$ denote the current and desired pose in the sagittal plane of joint $i \in \mathcal{L}$, $k_i$ is a gain, and $I_m = |M|/w_m$. We constrain $\bar{\tau}_i$ to be within joint limits. When the character has completed most of its revolution, its feet are placed to the ground with (14). The balance controller is then used.

### 5.3. Discussion

In the accompanying video, we show that the flip controller succeeds for a wide variety of desired apex positions. Our simple balance controller is not suitable for the more aggressive flips, where the character lands with so much momentum that it needs to take a step to maintain balance. We also show that the controller is robust to external pushes of 500N for a duration of 0.1s to 0.3s. For example, if the character is pushed in the direction of the rotation while being airborne, it increases its inertia to slow down the rotation and successfully finish the movement. As the magnitude of the disturbances increases, the character can no longer sufficiently change its inertia to re-phase itself. We also show that the identical controller can be applied to characters with very different body proportions.

### 5.3. Divining

The goal of the diving controller is to have the character enter the water with a straight posture and with its arms raised.
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upwards. The controller takes as input the desired number of
complete revolutions that the diver must accomplish before
entry.

The diving controller is almost identical to the flip con-
troller (Sec. 5.2). Here, we highlight the few differences.
One, the values of \( \theta_{\text{land}} \) and \( I_{\text{land}} \) are different because of
the different desired landing positions. Second, we must take
into account the number of complete revolutions to be per-
formed when calculating the desired average angular velocity
\( \bar{\omega}_{\text{avg}} \). Lastly, the shoulders are now included in the set of
joints \( L \), so that the character can have its arms raised up-
wards at entry.

In the accompanying video, we show that the diving con-
troller succeeds for flips at different heights, angular moment-
mu
m values, and desired number of complete revolutions.
We show that the identical airborne controller can gen-
erate forward, backward, straight and armstand dives. Dives
with straight knees are generated by removing the knee joint
from \( L \). Twisting dives are generated with an \( E_{\text{pose}} \) objective
to throw one arm up and one arm down in the coronal plane [Fro79, WH96]. The character spreads its arms to
stop the twisting, and the diving controller as described in
the above paragraph is used to finish the motion. The twist-
ing dive controller succeeds for different heights, but there is
much room for improvement. For instance, we did not inves-
tigate how the character should begin and stop twisting based
on its angular momentum and inertia, which would make the
controller more general. The multiple axes of rotation make
the problem harder to analyze.

5.4. Backhandspring
The backhandspring is an acrobatic movement where a char-
acter performs a backwards jump, lands on its hands, and
then gets back on its feet. The controller takes as input the
desired apex of the motion. The pre-airborne stages of the
backhandspring and backflip controllers (Sec. 5.2.1) differ
only in the values of \( \theta_{\text{land}} \) and \( I_{\text{land}} \). Unlike backflips and dives,
people do not significantly change their inertia in the air-
borne stage of backhandsprings. Hence, only the rest pose of
the shoulders vary when the character is airborne in our con-
troller. Specifically, the character raises its arms as a function
of \( \theta \) in order to land on its hands. The character enters a post-
airborne stage when its hands are close enough to the ground
and the hand contact objectives are activated. An \( E_{\text{AM}} \) objective
is then used for the character to revolve around its hands.
The character is brought back on its feet with the \( E_{\text{foot}} \) ob-
jectives presented in (14), before ending with the balance
controller.

5.5. Pirouette
The pirouette is a famous ballet movement, where the body
whirls rapidly about one leg. A foot target objective is used
to maintain the toe of the supporting leg on the ground
throughout the rotation. We bring the COM above the sup-
porting toe with an \( E_{\text{COM}} \) objective. When the COM gets
close enough to its desired position, an \( E_{\text{AM}} \) objective is used
to generate angular momentum in the vertical axis. The num-
er of revolutions that the character can achieve depends on
the momentum generated. The rest pose is modified in or-
der to bring the arms in a curved position and to bent the
raised leg. When the COM is too far away from its desired
position, the character no longer has the necessary momen-
tum to continue whirling, and the balance controller is used.
Note that we did not use a phase variable \( \theta \) to parametrize
the movement since the features are invariant with respect to
the rotation.

5.6. Front Aerial
The front aerial controller can be divided in the pre-airborne,
airborne and post-airborne stages (see Fig. 8). The pre-
Figure 5: The diving and flip controllers are almost identical, which demonstrates the generality of the control laws. We show that the identical control strategy succeeds for a wide variety of heights, flips, and styles.

Figure 6: The pre-airborne stage of the backhandspring controller precisely regulates the angular momentum of the motion. In the airborne stage, the character raises its arms as the revolution progresses in order to ensure proper landing. In the post-airborne stage, the controller uses $E_{\text{AM}}$ and $E_{\text{foot}}$ to bring the character back on its feet.

The airborne stage differs from the corresponding stage of the flip controller (Sec. 5.2.1) only in the values of the $\theta_{\text{land}}$ and $I_d$ parameters. In the airborne stage, the $E_{\text{pose}}$ objective is used to split the legs. As the character gets near the end of its revolution, its feet are placed to the ground with (14), except that the desired heights decrease as the revolution progresses, similarly to (12).

5.7. Motion sequences
In the accompanying video, we provide examples of motion sequences that can be generated with our individual controllers. We sequence controllers together such that the state of the character at the end of each controller should be close enough to the desired initial state of the subsequent controller. In one example, the character successfully performs a series of backflips until its momentum becomes excessively high. In other examples, the character performs different types of movements in succession, for instance a backflip followed by a backhandspring.

6. Implementation details
The simulator uses Featherstone’s algorithm and the semi-implicit scheme of Guendelman et al. [GBF03] $(1e^{-3}$ s). Ground contact uses a frictional ($\mu = 1$) inelastic impulse-based model. The system is single threaded and runs at 50 – 100% real-time on a 2.7 Ghz core CPU. Simulation and control both run at 1kHz. Height and weight for the corresponding to a 50th percentile North American male. Skeletal dimensions/link masses are taken from Winter [Win04]. Link inertias are calculated using uniform density shapes scaled to match skeletal dimensions.

7. Discussion
We presented feature-based control algorithms for a wide variety of rotational movements, including aerials, cartwheels, dives, and flips, that do not require any input motion or offline optimization. Most of these movements have not previously been generated by physics-based methods without prior data. Our controllers are general and robust, important properties that are often lacking in previous results.

We use the following strategy when designing a controller. Our goal in the first iteration is to synthesize a single trajectory of the movement, without concern on making the controller time-invariant. On the second iteration, we substitute time with a phase variable and verify that it increases the robustness of the controller. On the last iteration, we attempt to generalize the controller so that it can synthesize a manifold of trajectories, e.g., cartwheels with different speeds and styles, aerials with different apexes, etc. In our experience, the first iteration can require a significant amount of trial-and-error, the second iteration is straightforward, and the last iteration requires insight in order to translate invariant properties of the movement into control strategies.

Our results lack some aspects of natural human motion.
All models of motion control, including both synthetic controller models and those based on motion capture, will yield visual artifacts in some situations. As computational models of the human body become more comprehensive, however, the scope of realistic motions we will be able to simulate will grow. This will come at the cost of increased model dimensionality, so that reduced dimension models will become all the more important.

One important limitation of this work is that most of our rotations are planar. We believe that our phase parametrization can be extended to three-dimensional rotations by simply choosing $\theta$ to be an angle in one of the planes of rotation. However, designing controllers by hand becomes more difficult as the motion complexity increases. For instance, we were not able to synthesize some movements that are at the periphery of performance, such as certain ballet moves that require an enormous amount of precision. For these cases, developing alternative methods is essential. One approach could be to optimize the virtual constraints (7), but how to parametrize them is an open problem [GCAS10]. This could remove some of the artifacts in our synthesized motions, such as the character slightly tilting on the side in a flip or the cartwheel not being perfectly straight. Another approach could be to design a user interface to control the features, e.g., the trajectory of the hand or the COM. This could make control synthesis even more intuitive, closely resembling the way a spotter would work with an athlete.

The key element behind the robustness of the controllers is their time-invariance. Most of our movements were parametrized by a phase variable $\theta$, which we chose to be the angle of the line between the neck and the pelvis. An open research question is how to automatically select $\theta$ in order to increase the controller’s robustness. One difficulty comes from the fact that the method of Poincaré sections, which is used to determine stability properties, is only applicable to periodic movements [GCAS10, Kha02].

This work is a decisive step towards closing the gap between the skill set of animated characters and the remarkable prowess of dancers and gymnasts. Our controllers could be used as building blocks for the synthesis of more complex rotational movements. Given a set of action-specific controllers, how can we combine arbitrary controllers together, i.e., not carefully chosen combinations as in Sec. 5.7? In other words, given controllers for flips, front aerials, and cartwheels, how can a character perform a flip, followed by a cartwheel, before finishing with a front aerial? One would need a method to augment and estimate the domain of attractions of our controllers, perhaps inspired by the work of Tedrake et al. [Ted09] and Faloutsos et al. [FvdPT01].
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